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Background:
SKAM (Engl: "Shame") premiered in
Norway in 2015, following the lives of
teenagers at a gymnasium in a wealthier
burough of Oslo. The series quickly set
records for the Norwegian Broadcasting
System (NRK) and gained a mass
following within Scandinavia.

Fansubbing & Ownership

-skamenglishsubs.tumblr.com

Official Transnational Distribution

FANSUBBING refers to the practice of fans
subtitling content (usually television) themselves,
generally due to lack of official subtitles
available. Through the act of fansubbing, the
SKAM fandom experiences a higher sense of
ownership over the content itself.

The NRK did not have the funds to release Skam
internationally, so they allowed creator Julie
Andem and her team to claim it as intellectual
property, which they used to remake the series
in various countries, including the United States.
However, this was not the first time SKAM made
it outside of Norway's borders, as at this point,
SKAM's fandom had already engaged in
fansubbing the original series and distributing it
themselves though pirated copies on Google
Drive. These two distribution practices existed
with minimal conflict, until 2018, with the
premiere of SKAM Austin.

Issue of SKAM Austin
In 2016, Simon Fuller announced his partnership with Facebook
Watch to premiere the American SKAM adaptation. While a relative
success for Facebook, the fandom responded negatively to the
premise of a SKAM set in the United States, especially one owned
by Facebook. The fandom, although willing to translate the original
series for American viewers, viewed the series as theirs to grant
access to, and rejected a new series that allegedly represented
further American dominance. The SKAM fandom presents a key
case study in our understanding of transnational fandom.

The SKAM UNIVERSE is the Tumblr-based
Internet fandom for SKAM. This online forum
provides a case study to understand
transnational fandom, as the way in which the
fans treat each SKAM remake is influenced by
each fan's national/cultural identity, but also by
the pre-established hierarchies and value
systems within the fandom as a whole.
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